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State tomography is an essential tool for analyzing physical states in quantum science. In magnets,7

elementary excitation called a magnon, or a spin wave, dominates magnetization dynamics and8

various magnetic properties. Here we propose and demonstrate state tomography for magnetization9

dynamics, enabling us to obtain a density matrix and Wigner function of magnetization dynamics.10

Using the technique, we found that parametrically excited magnons can form a mixed state composed11

of two coherent states. The magnetization state tomography will pave a way to explore a wide range12

of states of magnons, such as squeezed state in condensed matter.13

In magnets, magnetization dynamical states can be de-14

scribed in terms of magnons. Magnons refer to elemen-15

tary excitation of magnetization precessional motion, one16

of the major spin-current carriers in solids [1–3]. Re-17

cently, some exotic states of magnons characterized by18

unconventional fluctuation have theoretically been pre-19

dicted, such as magnon squeezed states, mixed states,20

and entanglement between magnons [4–10]. In general, a21

state of a dynamical system can be characterized by an22

average and fluctuation of its representative variables.23

To investigate the dynamical states of magnetization or24

magnons, acquisition of density matrix for magnetization25

dynamics is thus expected. The density matrix has often26

been interpreted by using pseudo-probability distribution27

such as a Wigner function, which can visualize quantum28

and classical nature of the dynamics [11]. State tomogra-29

phy has been used as a fundamental method in quantum30

optics and quantum computation science to analyze the31

state of a photon or a superconducting qubit [12–14].32

Realization of magnetization state tomography will thus33

open a way to investigate various magnon states in a wide34

range of magnetic materials.35

Here we propose magnetization state tomography36

(MST), based on magnetization-fluctuation measure-37

ment at a fixed frequency. We also experimen-38

tally demonstrate magnetization state tomography for a39

Pt/YIG (Y3Fe5O12) dot under parametric excitation, by40

showing the observation of a mixed state of magnons in41

the sample.42

In the following, we formulate experimental observ-43

ables for MST. To perform MST, it is necessary to mea-44

sure marginal probability distribution |〈xθ|ψf0〉|2 at a45

fixed frequency, f0, which conveys the mean and fluc-46

tuation of magnon amplitude at f0. Here, |ψf0〉 is a47

magnon state (either mixed or pure state) at f0 ob-48

tained by using a phase-sensitive measurement technique.49

xθ = xcosθ+psinθ is the amplitude around the measure-50

ment axis xθ in quadrature space defined by the quadra-51

ture operators x̂ = 1√
2

(

â+ â†
)

, p̂ = 1√
2i

(

â− â†
)

. â52
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FIG. 1. (a) A schematic illustration of Wigner functions and
marginal probability distribution in quadrature space. (b)
Correspondence between quadrature amplitude and preces-
sion amplitude. (c) A schematic illustration of the measure-
ment setup used in the present study.

and â† are the annihilation and creation operators of53

a magnon. The marginal probability distribution cor-54

responds to the projection of a Wigner function onto55

a line along xθ in the quadrature space schematically56

shown in Fig. 1(a). For magnons, the quadrature am-57

plitude corresponds to the x− and y−components of58

magnetization, m̃x(ω0) and m̃y(ω0), on a rotating frame59

of reference with the precession frequency [Fig. 1(b)].60

The phase-sensitive measurement for magnons can be61

performed by several methods in principle, such as mi-62

crowave spectroscopy, spin pumping [15–19], magneto63

resistance (MR) [20–24], and magneto-optical measure-64

ments [25–27]. Spin pumping refers to the AC or DC65
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spin-current generation at a normal-metal/ferromagnetic66

material interface as a result of magnetization preces-67

sion. The generated spin current reflects the precession68

dynamics, realizing spin-pumping MST, while magneto-69

optical measurement can detect the magnetization pre-70

cession component through a magneto-optical effect, such71

as the Faraday and Cotton–Mouton effects, and Brillouin72

light scattering [28, 29], realizing magneto-optical MST.73

This paper describes spin-pumping MST in detail. In74

the case of AC spin-pumping measurement, the generated75

spin current density can be written as follows [17]76

Js =
h̄

4π
[Reg↑↓ (m× ṁ) + Img↑↓ṁ] , (1)

where Js is the generated spin current density, m is the77

magnetic moment normalized by the saturation magne-78

tization Ms, h̄ is the Dirac constant, and Reg↑↓ (Img↑↓)79

is the real (imaginary) part of the spin mixing conduc-80

tance. In the sample configuration shown in Fig. 1 (c),81

the y-component of the generated spin current density82

reads83

Jy
s =

h̄

4πS2
0

[

Reg↑↓
(

Ŝz
˙̂
Sx − Ŝx

˙̂
Sz

)

+ Img↑↓
˙̂
SyS0

]

, (2)

where S0 is the total spin density, Ŝi is the i-component84

of the spin operator. Here, we use the Holstein–Primakoff85

representation for a k ≃ 0 magnon at the linear order;86

Ŝ+ = Ŝx + iŜy = h̄

√

2S0

V
â, (3)

Ŝ− = Ŝx − iŜy = h̄

√

2S0

V
â†, (4)

where V is the volume of the sample. By expanding the87

magnon operator to Fourier series, the spin current Jy
s is88

written as follows89

Jy
s (t) = is̃0

∫ ∞

0

dωω
[

â(ω)ei(ωt+φ) − â†(ω)e−i(ωt+φ)
]

,

(5)
where s̃0 is defined as s̃0 = h̄

4π
√
2S0V

|g↑↓|, φ is a material-90

dependent phase factor for mixing conductance defined91

as follows g↑↓ = |g↑↓|eiφ. The generated spin current is92

converted into an electric current via the inverse spin-93

Hall effect (ISHE) in the normal metal layer attached94

to the ferromagnet [15, 30–32]. The generated electric95

current via ISHE is written as follows96

Jz
c (t) = iẽ

∫ ∞

0

dωω
[

â(ω)ei(ωt+φ) − â†(ω)e−i(ωt+φ)
]

.

(6)
ẽ = 2e

h̄ αN/FAs̃0 is the reduced electric charge. αN/F97

is the spin-Hall angle, and A is a factor to reduce a98

spin current reflecting the back flow of the spin current99

A = λN

dN

tanh
(

dN

2λN

)

, where λN and dN are the spin dif-100

fusion length and the thickness of the normal-metal [18].101

By analyzing the mean and fluctuation of Jz
c , we can esti-102

mate magnon marginal probability distribution by using103

Eq. (6).104
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FIG. 2. (a) A schematic illustration of parametrically excited
magnetization dynamics under the parallel parametric pump-
ing. Magnetic moment precesses with the angular frequency
of ω0 = 2πf0 with the initial phase of 0 or π with respect to
the pumping microwave. (b) A schematic illustration of the
0- and π-phase states plotted as a function of time t. mx is
the x-component of magnetization. (c) Power dependence of
the AC inverse spin-Hall voltage. (d) Magnetic field depen-
dence of the AC inverse spin-Hall voltage. The inset shows
the voltage near H = 243.6 Oe, where we perform the MST
measurement.

In the following, we demonstrate MST via the electric105

detection of magnetization dynamics based on the AC106

spin pumping and ISHE. We used a micro-meter-scale107

dot-shaped Pt/YIG bilayer sample, Pt is used for driv-108

ing ISHE [33]. We employ homodyne technique to read109

the quadrature amplitude. The frequency of the gener-110

ated AC ISHE voltage in the Pt layer is down-converted111

by using a mixer circuit driven by a synchronized signal112

generator, named a local oscillator (LO). The frequency113

of the LO is set to f0 − Ω to realize homodyne detec-114

tion of the signal with a lock-in amplifier of which the115

reference frequency is Ω. We use the operators x̂ and p̂116

to map the magnon amplitude at the fixed frequency of117

f0 = ω0/2π to the quadrature amplitude, which leads to118

the following formula of the output signal,119

V R
LI =

√
2ρwẽ|Gp|ω0 [p̂cos(θ + φ)− x̂sin(θ + φ)] , (7)

V I
LI =

√
2ρwẽ|Gp|ω0 [x̂cos(θ + φ) + p̂sin(θ + φ)] , (8)

where ρ is the resistivity of the Pt, w is the distance be-120

tween the voltage electrodes on the Pt, Gp is the gain121

of the mixer, and θ is the relative phase between the122

output signal and the microwave from the LO. We mea-123

sured the output signal with a lock-in amplifier with finite124

lock-in frequency, Ω =100 kHz, to eliminate 1/f noise.125

By measuring the V R,I
LI for statistical times, we obtain a126

appearance-frequency histogram for as a function of volt-127

age value as shown in the inset to Fig. 1(c), which is re-128

garded as marginal probability distribution of magnons.129

The measurement axis is rotated in the quadrature space130

by changing the phase θ to perform state tomography.131
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FIG. 3. (a) Reconstructed Wigner function for the experimentally obtained 0-phase state at the excitation power of 72.4 mW
in the YIG/Pt dot. (b) Reconstructed Wiger function for the experimentally obtained π-phase state at 72.4 mW. (c)–(f)
Contour plot of the appearance frequency distribution of the ISHE voltage. (c) and (d) show the distribution of the real part
of the lock-in voltage (V R

LI) for the 0- and π-phase states obtained at 72.4 mW. (e) and (f) show the imaginary part of the
lock-in voltage (V I

LI). (g) Reconstructed Wigner function for the experimentally obtained 0-π mixed state at 112.2 mW. (h)
Contour plot of the appearance frequency distribution obtained by measuring V R

LI at 112.2 mW, (i) Contour plot of occurrence
distribution obtained by measuring V I

LI at 112.2 mW. The noisy behavior of the data in the region where θ ≥ 300◦ is attributed
to the temporary lack of the magnetic-field stability.

Theoretically, some unconventional magnon states132

have been predicted under parallel parametric excitation133

in a magnetic thin-film[8]. The parallel parametric ex-134

citation is driven by a microwave with the doubled fre-135

quency of the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) frequency136

whose magnetic field component is parallel to the exter-137

nal field [34]. Owing to the shape magnetic anisotropy,138

the parametrically excited magnons can occupy either139

state: a 0-phase state or π-phase state, which can be dis-140

tinguished by a relative phase with respect to the pump-141

ing microwave as schematically shown in Figs. 2(a) and142

(b). Since the two states are energetically degenerated,143

either 0- or π-phase state is probabilistically excited.144

In the present study, we prepared the 130-µm-in-145

diameter dot sample by negative photo-lithography pro-146

cess from a Pt (10 nm)/YIG (370 nm) bilayer film. Both147

the Pt and YIG layers are prepared by sputtering in an148

ultrahigh vacuum [36]. The sample is mounted on copla-149

nar waveguides to introduce a microwave and to detect150

the generated AC ISHE voltage [Fig. 2(c)]. The mi-151

crowave magnetic field is parallel to the external mag-152

netic field for parametric excitation of magnons. The153

pumping microwave frequency is set to 2f = 4.30 GHz,154

and the microwave power is swept from 37.6 to 149.6155

mW. Due to the parametric excitation, the precession os-156

cillation frequency is the half of the pumping microwave157

frequency. We measured AC voltage generated in the Pt158

layer along the external field (z-axis) to detect the AC159

spin-pumping ISHE voltage. The voltage is measured160

100 times per a single θ, and the increment of θ is three161

degrees. All the measurements were performed at room162

temperature.163

We employed a maximum-likelihood method [37] to164

obtain the density matrix from the experimental data.165

The Wigner function was reconstructed from the density166

matrix [12] (See Supplemental Material). We renormal-167

ized magnon number by the factor of 1011, as the typical168

magnon number under parametric excitation is as large169

as ∼ 1010 [38, 39]. We confirmed that the renormal-170

ization does not affect the obtained distribution of the171

number states.172

We checked the condition of stable parametric excita-173

tion before the MST measurement. Figure 2(c) shows174

the power of the AC ISHE voltage as a function of the175

input 2f microwave (4.3 GHz) power, observed when176

the external magnetic field (243.6 Oe) almost satisfies177

the FMR condition for the frequency of 1f [Fig. 2(d)].178

The ISHE voltage shows clear non-linear behavior with179
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FIG. 4. (a) The absolute value of the density matrix for the
experimentally obtained 0-state at 72.4 mW. (b) The absolute
value of the density matrix for the experimentally obtained
0-π mixed state at 112.2 mW, which exhibits a characteristic
chessboard pattern. (c) The number distribution for the 0-
state. (d) The number distribution for the 0-π mixed state.

the threshold power of 49.0 mW. Above the microwave180

power of 94.0 mW, ISHE signal drops down due to the181

strong non-linearity in the magnetization dynamics [40].182

The observed fine peak structures as a function of H183

can be attributed to the excitation of spin standing wave184

modes in the Pt/YIG dot [35, 41]. The peak magnetic185

field is 238.9 Oe, which coincides with the FMR field for186

1f = 2.15 GHz according to Kittel’s equation (See Sup-187

plemental Material).188

We performed the MST measurement at H = 243.6189

Oe highlighted with an inverted triangle in Fig. 2(d), at190

which we found stable parametric oscillation. To excite191

either 0- or π-phase state selectively, we controlled the192

phase of a weak bias microwave with the frequency of193

1f = 2.15 GHz, which is applied when the 2f microwave194

is switched on. In Fig. 3(a), we show Wigner function195

reconstructed from the data obtained under the pump-196

ing microwave power of 72.4 mW. The result exhibits197

a single peak in the right-top (first) quadrant, signaling198

a 0-phase state. On the other hand, Wigner function199

reconstructed from another data exhibits a peak in the200

left-bottom (third) quadrant as shown in Fig. 3(b), sig-201

naling a π-phase state. The relative phase difference be-202

tween the two states is π, consistent with the property of203

parametrically excited magnons.204

Figure 3(c) shows the frequency distribution of V R
LI as a205

function of θ under the excitation of 0-phase. The peak of206

the frequency distribution follows sinusoidal dependence,207

consistent with Eq. (7). Under the excitation of π-phase,208

on the other hand, the distribution of V R
LI follows sinu-209

soidal dependence with the opposite sign with respect to210

that of the 0-phase excitation [Fig. 3(d)]. Figures 3(e)211

and (f) show the frequency distributions of V I
LI under212

the excitation of the 0- and π-phase states, respectively.213

The V I
LI follows cosine-like θ dependence, consistent with214

Eq. (8).215

We estimated magnon number from the voltage ampli-216

tude [44]. The ISHE parameters and g↑↓ = 1.94 × 1018217

m−2 are estimated from DC spin-Hall measurement for218

the same sample (See Supplemental Material). The219

voltage peak for the 0-phase state is 210 µV, signaling220

the magnon number of 4.2 × 1011, which is reasonably221

matches with the previous theoretical researches [42, 43].222

The number corresponds to the precession angle of ∼4.7223

degrees.224

Figure 3(g) shows the experimentally obtained Wigner225

function for magnons parametrically excitated by a226

112.2-milliwatt microwave without bias microwaves. In227

the condition, due to the strong non-linearity, the steady228

0- or π-phase signals disappear and the ISHE voltage229

fluctuates. We found that the obtained Wiger function230

for the 112.2-milliwatt excitation shows two peaks with231

similar amplitude, a characteristic feature for a mixed232

state. The relative phase between the two peaks is π,233

which demonstrates the formation of a mixed state made234

up of 0- and π-phase states under such strong paramet-235

ric excitation. Figures 3 (h) and (i) show the obtained236

appearance frequency distribution under the condition,237

which can be interpreted as a sum of two frequency dis-238

tributions of 0- and π-phase states.239

Figure 4(a) shows the experimentally obtained density240

matrix for the 0-phase state. The density matrix for the241

0-phase state shows Gaussian distribution [Fig. 4(c)] on242

the number basis, experimentally demonstrating the for-243

mation of single coherent state as a result of parametric244

excitation. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 4(b), the245

experimentally obtained density matrix for the 0-π mixed246

state at 112.2 mW was found to exhibit a characteristic247

chessboard pattern on the number basis. Theoretically,248

a density matrix element for a 0-π mixed state is given249

by250

ρmn = e−|α|2 αnα∗m
√
n!
√
m!

[

1 + (−1)m+n
]

, (9)

where m and n are the magnon number indices, and α251

is complex amplitude of a magnon coherent state [46].252

When m+ n is an odd (even) number, ρmn = 0 (ρmn 6=253

0). Equation (9) well reproduces the experimentally ob-254

tained chessboard pattern shown in Fig. 4(b). The result255

provides evidence that our state tomography properly256

measures the density matrices for the magnetization dy-257

namics. Note that the peak at 〈n〉 = 0 of number dis-258

tribution in Fig. 4(d) is an experimental artifact due to259

the unstable voltage seen in the region 300◦ < θ < 360◦260

in Figs. 3(h) and (i), which we attribute to a temporary261

lack of magnetic field stability.262

In summary, we proposed and experimentally demon-263

strated the magnetization state tomography by mea-264

suring AC voltage generated by parametrically excited265

magnons via the AC spin pumping and the inverse spin-266

Hall effect. The obtained Wigner functions and density267

matrices on the number basis demonstrate that the para-268

metric excitation of magnon can leads to the formation269

of a mixed state made up of two coherent states with the270

opposite phases. The magnetization state tomography271
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gives an access to density matrices of various magnon272

states in a wide range of magnetic materials.273
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